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Something To Think About? — Where Are the Shelves?

Column Editor: Mary E. (Tinker) Massey (Serials Librarian, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Jack R. Hunt Library) <Mary.Massey@erau.edu>

S

helf, Shelves, Shelving, Shelver, Shelved! Anyway you look at it it means a home to so many periodicals. As I prowled the journal stacks yesterday, I suddenly noticed how few shelves we have available for shifting. That means that the big “W” word will have to be brought to realization. You got it, “weeding!” So many times we are forced to do weeding by virtue of the non shelf syndrome. Our library does not, as a rule, actually bind our periodicals in the general stacks. They are housed in pamphlet boxes that sometimes take up more space than we would like. For instance, there are some shelf changes or ceases that have very few issues housed in their boxes, perhaps one to five, so that space is occupied or lost, whatever your philosophical persuasion. Sometimes we have actually purchased microfilm to cover that period and gotten rid of the issues themselves. It appears that we are having a giant influx of new titles in the ACS, ASME and IEEE sections. There is nowhere to go but the weeding process now. I have tried to envision more shelving, a dream, because there is no more floor space. Sometimes I get greedy and try to encourage administrators to usurp the student study space, but alas, they are dedicated to the teaching aspect of the institution. The shelves have already maximized the unit space as much as possible, because the boxes are as small/short as we can make them.

I shudder at this summer’s weeding project, but a modernistic display of “floating” shelves is just not possible, even though we have a “soaring” plane in that position near the journals. We will try to replace as many older issues with microfilm, since we have some bright new cabinets for that purpose. Then, we will evaluate the circulation records of the other titles, and perhaps delete some titles that are not being used anymore. That will probably be very few. We will also evaluate the online access to full text for these titles. Not just full text, but those that also include diagrams, tables, charts and photographs. That will be a necessary pain, because there are some online sources that only give you the actual text (words). Do we have perpetual access to the full text? Do we have these articles available 24/7? Since our campus consists of three libraries which cover the entire world, it is impossible to accept one time zone of 8-5 access as a replacement for the real print issues. Having a very lively ILL section that supplies over a 140 small corners of learning around the world, we have to keep pace and places open for all the information.

Do I dare think about Plexiglas shelving? Pull out shelving, so we stack double? Chipping away at the concrete block to insert shelves? No, I think we have to actually remove some of the old to make way for the new. Perhaps we can remove some of the old browsing journals and make new rules to keep only the latest ten years or so. That would make a lot of room fast. Perhaps we can begin to build shelving on the moon. Mars is too far for adequate retrieval, but we could do some fairly good turn around time for the moon, if NASA will help. They are just down the road, and I’m sure they wouldn’t mind a little payload difference. Hmm, that would be something to think about?

Keep posted as we move closer to the summer. We might have some new alternatives for you. In the meantime, perhaps you’d like to write a letter for the weeding? Did I mention I was a packrat? That does hamper my lifestyle. Decisions? Always decisions! We’ll talk about the journals next time and how they fit the library’s personality. Deciding the titles you will keep and why.

Thanks to John Abbott and Beth Bernhardt for their feedback on the creation of this column. — EC
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